
Pro Par Ama Par
1 148 4 95 4
2 182 4 132 4
3 147 4 94 4
4 72 3 72 3
5 68 3 68 3
6 60 3 60 3
7 70 3 70 3
8 55 3 55 3
9 65 3 65 3
10 77 3 77 3
11 72 3 72 3
12 98 3 72 3
13 132 4 76 3
14 72 3 72 3

Pro Par Ama Par
15 140 4 108 4
16 88 3 88 3
17 68 3 68 3
18 87 3 87 3
19 248 5 166 5
20 50 3 50 3
21 118 4 118 5
22 72 3 72 3
23 88 3 88 3
24 210 5 154 5
25 83 3 83 3
26 66 3 66 3
27 52 3 52 3

■When finished with hole 27, report to tournament central. Later, follow the group ahead of you when they start hole 1.
・Please observe 30 second rule after addressing your lie, and 3 minute rule for lost discs. If you fall behind the group ahead of you, hurry between holes. Slower groups may have
less than 30 minutes for lunch time.
・Please turn in scorecards immediately after round. Stay safe, keep a good pace, and enjoy your experience of the Kyushu Open 2021!

Road beyond basket is OB. 
Road on left is OB. When group ahead is near far away basket, tee off when safe.
Waling path in front of and behind goal is OB. If disc is lodged in thick bushes behind basket, see local rule (above).
Any disc in the pond is OB and player moves to drop zone with a stroke penalty. Players can also elect to throw first shot from DZ (playing 3).
Pond and roadway to right are OB.

Road beyond basket is OB. The walking path leading to toilet is SAFE.

Walking paths in fairway are OB for pro players. Confirm pedestrians are clear of area before throwing.
Area in front and left marked by ropes is OB。※Please do not enter flower beds to get OB discs!
All areas surrounded by the sidewalk in front of the tee are OB. Make sure there are no pedestrians.

■After finishing hole 14, please report to tournament central. Then, follow the group ahead of you as they start play on hole 15.

If pro players miss mandatory, take one stroke penalty and throw third shot from amateur tee.
Road to right is OB. Confirm pedestrians are clear of area before throwing.

Road to left is OB. Confirm pedestrians are clear of area before throwing.
Rope on left marks OB。Roped area on short left is also OB. Use a spotter to confirm approach shots from blind hill are safe.
Areas including and beyond walking paths are all OB. Confirm pedestrians are clear of area before throwing.

The road and the outside are OB. Make sure the bicycle is not running and throw it.

In pond and in putt golf area is OB. Pros who miss mandatory take a penalty stroke and throw from the amateur tee.
Putt golf area marked by ropes on right, and paved walking path and area left of it on left are OB. Paved walking path beyond basket is also OB.
Road on left and walking path beyond basket are OB. Walking path in front of green is also OB.
Road on left side is OB; confirm that bicycles are not nearby before throwing.
Road beyond basket is OB. 
Please be careful not to hit the house.
Please wait away from the 6th goal. The waiting area is on the right side of the tee.
Watch out for stumps at the feet of the tee.

The pond on the left is an OB. The OB line is a line connecting small red flags.

Local Rules If a disc lands in an impenetrable bush where taking a stance is unsafe or impossible, players may go back along the line of play, mark a lie,
and throw.

■KYUSHU OPEN 2021————How to play your round; Rules and OB
Round 1 and Round 2 are 27 hole rounds played as a group. A 30 minute lunch break is stagger scheduled according to group. Depending on your starting hole, your round will end
on either hole 14 or hole 27. (precise schedule is listed on a separate document)
Pros play all rounds within their class divisions.  Amateurs play mixed divisions for Round 1 and within their class for Round 2 on day 2.

General Out of Bounds Rules boundary lines also indicate OB. In ponds (the line is where water meets land), covered rest areas, and toilets is OB.
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